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ON HARDY'S INEQUALITY IN WEIGHTED REARRANGEMENT

INVARIANT SPACES AND APPLICATIONS. I

LECH MALIGRANDA

Abstract. We give inequalities relating the norm of a function and the norm of its

average operators P^, Q^ and S^,, 7^ in weighted rearrangement invariant spaces EKg

and E(p), dp.(t) = r'(t) dt. These average operators include, for example, the

integral mean, the P , Qp operators of Boyd [4] and Butzer and Fehér [6], the

average operators P , Q^ and SE, TE from [14,15,16]. In the particular case, for

some \¡/, k,8,t and E these inequalities were obtained by many authors and applied

to a study of interpolation operators and imbedding theorems for Sobolev weight

spaces.

Let \p be a positive nondecreasing continuous function on I = (0, /), 0 < / *£ oo.

We define the average operators P., Q^ and (if additionally, \f/ is an increasing

absolutely continuous function with i//(0+ ) = lim,_0+ \p(t) = 0) S^, 7^, namely

(i) (v)(0:= i(ty]i'^H(s)s->ds,

(2) {Q*x)(t):= ^t)-]('x(sH(s)s^ds,
Jt

(3) (VK'):= Mty]f'x(s)t'(s)ds,

(4) (V)(r):= *{tyxf'x(sW(s)ds

whenever the required integral exists for almost all t G /. For t//(f) = r", 0 < a < oo,

we write Pa, Qa and Sa, Ta, instead of P^, Q^ and S+, 7^, respectively.

We will investigate the boundedness of operators (l)-(4) in weighted rearrange-

ment invariant spaces with the aid of indices.

The lower index p'(yp) and the upper index q'(\¡/) of a positive measurable

function \p on I are defined in terms of the submultiplicative function on (0, oo),

M'(s,\¡<)=    sup     !TT\ = sup

(5) p'(*)= lim

ler.tsBl    "MO re(0.min(l,l/.i)/)    VV)

lnM'(j,|)

o+ \ns
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(6) q'W= "m  -—-
i — 00 m •>

(see [16,10]).

Remark 1. We shall consider only ip such that limits (5), (6) exist. We see that this

is meaningful if M'(s, tp) is a finite measurable function on (0, oo) or M'(s, ¡p) is a

monotone function on (0, oo).

We assume that E = E(m) is an ideal Banach function space of measurable

(equivalence classes of Lebesgue measurable) functions on I = (0, /), 0 < / < oo,

which norm II • Il £ is rearrangement invariant in the sense that two functions which

are equimeasurable with respect to m have the same norm. We called this space a

rearrangement invariant space (r.i. space) or symmetric space in the terminology of

Semenov (for more details, see [10]).

Examples of r.i. spaces include the Lebesgue L ''-spaces, the Orlicz /./-spaces, the

Lorentz spaces A, M, L(p, q) and the Lorentz-Orlicz spaces L(<p, LF), A(<p, LF).

Also if E, F are r.i. spaces, so are E D F, E + F and AE, where A is symmetric linear

subset of E (A is symmetric if x G A and y*(t) < x*(t) imply y E A).

If X and Y are (quasi-)Banach spaces, [ X, Y] will denote the space of all bounded

linear operators from X into Y. We abbreviate [ X, X] = [ X].

The lower index <*'(£) and the upper index ß'{E) corresponding to the r.i. space

E on I were defined by Boyd [4] in terms of the submultiplicative function h(s, E),

where, for r.i. space E, h(s, E) denotes the norm in [E] of the dilation operator os,

(osx)(t) = x(t/s) if t/s < /, (ff,xX0 = 0 if t/s > /:

(7) «'(£) = Urn   ^i^l

(8) ß'(E) = lim

s^o+       In s

In h(s, E)

In s

For the various r.i. spaces E and functions \p the indices were computed by Boyd [5]

and the author [15,16].

The weighted r.i. space EK s, where k is a positive measurable function on I and 8:

I -» I is a measurable function, consists of those measurable functions x on I for

which x o S is measurable and

(9) 11*11*.,= ii«(/)*(a(0)ii*<».

Let us denote by E^*l the set of all measurable functions x on I for which

K(t)x*(8(t)) E E. The set E¡¿*¿ is not a Banach space in general (functional

II K(t)x*(8(t))\\ E does not define a norm, since the triangle inequality fails); therefore

we introduce the r.i. space E(*$ with the norm

(10) Hxll£(..,= ||ic(0***(8(0)ll£,   wherex**(0=j ('**(*)<&•
t J0

Remark 2. One has

(11) E<*?CE[*¡
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with a continuous inclusion map. If equality in (11) holds, then E$ can be

renormed equivalently.

Example 1. Let t: I -» I be an increasing, absolutely continuous function with

t(7) = /. For any measurable set A C I we define measure by

(12) p(A)=ÍT'(t)dt.
JA

The weighted r.i. space E(¡x) then consists of those ^-measurable functions on I for

which x* G E(m) and the norm in E(fi) is given by 11*11 £(/1) = 11**11 £. Here, as

usual, x* denotes the nonnegative, nonincreasing rearrangement of | x | which is

equimeasurable with | x | in the sense that

(13) n{t Gl:\x(t)\> a) = m{t Gl:x*>a)

for all a > 0.

Proposition 1. E(n) — £lT-i with equal norms.

Proof. First, we prove that, for any measurable nonnegative function x on I,

(14) n{t G I: x(t) > a) = m{t G I: x(r\t)) > a}

for all a > 0.

For any measurable set A C I we have /i(^4) = m(j{A)) (see [13, p. 174]).

Applying this to

A = {t G /:x(í) >a) = x'l(a,ao) = t-1[t(x-'(îî, oo))] = t'1(B),

B = t(x-'(û, oo)) = [t G /: x(t-'(0) > «}

we get

iiU) = m(T(T-'(Ä)))=w(Ä).

From (14), we have, for all a > 0,

w{i G I:** > a} = n{t G 7: \x{t)\>a} = m{t & I: \x{r~\t))\> a).

Hence II x* || E = Il x ° r~l || £, i.e.

\\x\\Eilí)=\\x;\\E^\\xo^\\E=\\x\\Ei¡T.t.

Example 2. Let 1 < q < oo and let (¡d be a positive, nondecreasing, concave

function on I such that <p(0+) = 0. Then L$fy/t<l = A(y,q) and Lp*Av(t)l =

L(<p, q), where

(is) iuiia(,,<7)=(/oWov(o^)1/?,

(16) WxW uv,q)= {jX<p{t)x*{t)Y dt/tY*.
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Note that II • II A(í,i9) satisfies the triangle inequality and || • || L,v<q) satisfies the

triangle inequality iff t~i/q(p(t) is equivalent to a nonincreasing function (Lorentz

[12]). However, if q'(<p) < 1 then in L(<p, q) an equivalent norm can be introduced

(see Proposition 2).

Lemma 1 [10, p. 136]. If E is a r.i. space on I, <p a nondecreasing continuous

function, and u a nonnegative measurable function on (a, b), 0 *£ a < b *£ oo, then, for

all xGE,

(17) \\fha]/sx*(t)u(s)d<p(s)\\   <ft\oi/sx*(t)\\Eu(S)d<p(s).
\\Ja \\E       Ja

For a positive nondecreasing function / defined on I and for r.i. space E on I we

denote

(18) 0<af<tf'(t)/f(t)<bf^cx>    a.e. on/,

(19) C0(E, f) = (\{s-\ E)M'(s, f)ds/s.

Theorem 1. Let E be a r.i. space on I and let t|/: /-» R+ be a nondecreasing

continuous function, 8: I -» / a nondecreasing absolutely continuous function, and k:

I -» R+ a measurable function such that 5(0+ ) = 0 and p'(ip ° 8/k) > 0.

(a) // bs < oo, E has Fatou norm and ß'(E) < p'(\p ° 8/k), then P^ G [EK s] and

\\PJ<bsC0(E,^oS/K).

(b) // b8 < oo and ß'(E) < min{l, p'(+ ° 8/k)}, then P^ G [£. 4] and \\P^\\ *£

¿)ÄC0(£^o5/K)c0(£,id).

(c) Ifas > 0,4> ° 8/k is a nondecreasing function, E has Fatou norm and P^ G [EK s],

then ß'(E) < q'(xp ° 8/k).

Proof. Since (P^x)(8(t)) < bsP^„ s(x ° 8)(t) for almost all t G / it is sufficient to

prove (a) and (b) for 8(t) = t.

(a) See [15, p. 408],

(b) (See Pavlov [19] for /»,.) We have

(k(0V(0)* «= («(')V('))M = '"' SUP /l t(«)V(") I du
me = l   e

:HUS)t~x (     sup  ¡\x{us)\K{u)z+f1fc
J0  [me = tJe <K«)

ds/s

'0

From Lemma 1 follows
-i

p[x(ts)K(t)^(ts)Mt)]**ds/S

f^x/s{xK)(t)]**M'(s,^/K)ds/s

poWs[(xK)**(t)]M'{s,4,/K)ds/s.

K(t)P,x(t)\\E<( h(s~[, E)Ml(s,t/K)ds/s\\(xKy
■'ft'0
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Since ß'(E) < 1, by Shimogaki's theorem (see [10, p. 187]),

\\{xk)**\\ E< Ç h{s~\ E) ds\\xK\\ h:.

Hence P+ G [EK,,] and ll^ll *£ C0(E, ^/k)C0(E,id).

(c) From the inequality K(t)(P^x)(8(t)) > asP^0 s/k(kx ° 8)(t) a.e. on / and from

Theorem 2 of [15] we have our thesis.

As a consequence of Theorem 1 one obtains

Corollary 1 (Pavlov [18, Theorem 2] or [10, p. 194]; [19, Theorem 2]). Let k be

a positive measurable and submultiplicative function on R+ . If E is a r.i. space on R +

such that ßx(E) < 1 - q°°(K) and E has Fatou norm or ß°°(E) < 1, then P, = S, G

HU-
Proposition 2. Let E, 8 and k be as in Theorem 1. If bs < oo, ß'(E) < p'(8/k)

and E has Fatou norm or ß'(E) < 1, then

(20) E <K*> = E[*s*\

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let E be a r.i. space on I and let ip: I -» R+ , 8: I — I be increasing

absolutely continuous functions and k: I -» R+ a measurable function such that

8(0+ ) = 0 andp'(xp ° 8/k) > 0.

(a) //^,,< oo, E has Fatou norm andß'(E) <p'(\p ° 8/k), then S^ G [EK s] and

\\S^\\^b^sC0(E,^oS/K).

(b) //^„8< oo ató j8'(£) < min{l, p'(i/< o 8/k)}, then S^ G [£K s] and \\S+\\ <

^oSC0(£,t/,oôA)C0(£,id).

(b') If \p ° 8 is a concave function on I and ß'(E) < p'(\p ° 8) then S^ G [E] s] and

\\S^\\<jJh(s-\E)dM'(s,t°8).

(c) I/S+ G [Eus], then ß'(E) < q'(+ o fi).

Proof. Since (S^x)(8(t)) = S+„ s(x ° 8)(t) a.e. on /, so S^ G [EkS] if and only if

■V« G [£K,]. Moreover,

(21) II5*" [£.,] = 11^. « »[£.,]•

The thesis follows from the facts:

(a) and (b) from (21), the inequality S^ „ s < b^ „ SP^ „ 8 and Theorem 1 ;

(b') from the inequality

(S^ sx){t) =[t ° 8(t)Yx fx{ts) dt(8(ts))

<[t//ofi(?)]-1 f]x*(ts)dxp(8(ts))

and Lemma 1 ;

(c) see [16, Theorem 4.4] (see also [14, Theorem 3.4]).

Remarks 3. The reader will have no difficulty in formulating the results for the Q^

and T. operators.
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4. Applying Theorems 1 and 2, and Proposition 1 [for k(í) = 1 and 8(t) = t~'(>),

t—from Example 1] we have boundedness of P¿, Q^, S^ and T^ operators in E(fx)

spaces. In particular case,

5. If 0<aT<bT< oo, f>+OT-i < oo, 0<p'($a t"1) = q'(4> ° t"1) and E has

Fatou norm, then

P+&[E(fi)] ~ S+ G[£(M)] « ¿8'(£) </(* o r"1),

ßf e[£(/»)] « T+ e[£(/i)] « «'(£) >/>'(* ° t-1).

Corollary 2 (Andersen [1,Theorem 1]). Le? 1= oo, E have Fatou norm and

t(í) = í"/a' f > 0. From Remark 5 follows

Sa = aPaE[E(p.)]~ß™(E)<a/o,

Ta = aQaE[E(ß)]~a°°(E)>a/o.

Corollary 3 (V. N. Sedov, see [11]). Let 0 < / =s co and r(t) = >p(t). If p > 1

then

ß'(L") = \/p<\ =y(^T-'),

and by Theorem 2(b') we have

S¿E[LP(p)]    and   \\SJ[LP{ll)]<p/(p-l).

More generally, if E is any r.i. space on I with the upper index ß'(E) < 1, then by

Theorem 2(b') we have

S+e[E(n)]    and   IIS,ll[£0l)) < Ch{s~\ E)ds.
»n

Corollary 4 (Bennett [2, Theorem 6.2]—for/(0 = t", a > 0). (i) Let I- 1,

1 <p < oo, t(í) = (1 - log?)"1 ató t//(0 = (1 - logt)-]/pf((l - log/)"1), wÄere

/>0,

0 <a <»/'(«)//( m ) <¿< oo    V0<w*£l.

Since^t-'(O) = >Kexp(l - l/i)) = íl/07"(0, iAe«

/>'(* » r'1) = \/p + />'(/) > \/p + û >T//>.

jBy Theorem 2(a) we tóue Sj, G [Lp(n)] and

'0
ItyW)] < (* + 1/P) flM(s,f)ds/s = A,

i.e.

(22) f{(l-logt)-lY,ftx(s)ds
0

jj-r^Hi - iogr)/((i - log r)-1)- *(/)IW>

wAere L'(*-) = L'((0,1), <///[/(! - log r)]).
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(ii) Let I = 1, 1 < p « oo, t(0 = (1 - log t y and

tK0 = (i-iog0~7((i-iog0T.

where f> 0,

0<a<uf'(u)/f(u)<b< 1    V0<h<1.

Since ̂ (t-'(O) = ^(exp(l - r1")) - tx/pf{tx/p\x, then

?'<*--) 4-(}),'(/) <^-(i)«4
Hence we have T¿ £ [Lp(¡i)] and

llîill,^)] <-—/   M(5-^, /) A/a = B,

i.e.

(23) f{(l-log t)-l)f\(s)ds
L"(v)

^-rlU(l -Iog0/((1 -logO"'HOH^
1 - b

Remark 6. Heinig [9] proved the boundedness of Hardy />, = S, operator in

weighted spaces Lp((0, /); w{x)xp~r~x dx), where w is a nonnegative, nonincreasing

function defined on (0, oo), / = sup{i > 0: w(t) > 0}, 0 < r < oo and p > 1. If

t'(0 = w(t)tp~r~x then, in order to apply Theorem 2, additional assumptions about

w, p and r are needed; however, taking r(t) = í and manipulating with the function

4>, we obtain Heinig's result (see [15, Corollary 3]). I suspect that this result is also

obtained in the paper by Sedaev [20], which I only know from the review in RZ

Math. 1973, 8 #681.
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